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Effects of Acai (Euterpe oleracea Mart.) berry preparation on metabolic parameters in a healthy overweight population: A pilot study
Jay K Udani, Betsy B Singh, Vijay J Singh and Marilyn L Barrett

Dear Editors for the Nutrition Journal,

We thank you for accepting our manuscript. We have made your suggested revisions as follows:

Authors' contributions:
All authors have read the final manuscript and approved it. We have indicated that in the final manuscript.

Tables: we are unable to display shading and colours within the tables. Can we therefore ask you to use another method of highlighting the shaded text e.g. by making it bold.
We have done as you suggested.

Highlighting/tracking: Please remove all highlighting and tracking from the manuscript.
Thank you. We have done that.

Tables: please remove the visible vertical lines from your tables
We have done that.

Figures: It is important for the final layout of the manuscript that the figures are cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image. Our online figure guide contains full details for preparing files for submission and can be viewed here:
http://www.biomedcentral.com/info/ifora/figures
We have cropped the figure.

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.
Thank you. We have done that.